
Pre School Additional Activity Grid W/B 22.6.2020 and W/B 29.6.2020 

This grid contains additional activities to support your child’s learning for a two week block.  An 

activity can be chosen off here each day to supplement the literacy, numeracy and specialist/topic 

activities.  

 

MAKE A PUPPET OF YOUR FAVOURITE STORY      
CHARACTER 

 
Create a puppet either out of an old sock or a 
wooden spoon. Decorate it to look like your 

favourite character out of your favourite story 
book. 

        MAKE YOUR OWN STORY BOOK 
 

Make a booklet out of paper. Draw a 
sequenced story and have a go at writing 

simple sentences and labels. 

DRAW YOUR OWN JIGSAW PUZZLE 
 

Draw a picture of your choice and have an adult 
help to draw the outline of a jigsaw over your 
puzzle. Have fun cutting it out and putting it 

together again. 

WHO IS THE TALLEST? 
 

Gather the family around and order yourselves 
in height order. Draw around each other using 

chalk. 

TOY HUNT WITH CLUES 
 

Have an adult hide your favourite toy and come 
up with clues to help you find it. 

HELP WITH THE GARDENING 
 

Help parents with the gardening. Have a go at 
picking the weeds and learn what plants need 

picking and which ones need to be left to grow. 
 
 

ICE EXPERIMENT 
 

Put a toy/object in a tub of water. Put it in the 
freezer till frozen and then experiment with 
different ways of melting the ice to play with 

your toy. You may want to bash the ice to help 
the melting process. You may even have the 
patience to put it in the sun and wait for it to 

melt! 
 

MAKE A FACT BOOK ABOUT YOUR FAVOURITE 
ANIMAL 

 
Use the internet or non-fiction books to find 

out 3-4 facts about your animal of choice. 
Create a booklet or make a poster to write or 

print the facts on to. Draw a picture to go with 
it. 

SALT DOUGH JEWELLERY 
 

Make salt dough and use cutters or roll to make 
shapes. Put a little hole to put string or ribbon 

through to create jewellery. Bake till solid. 
Leave to cool and then paint and decorate. 

 

RAINBOW SENSORY BOTTLE 
 

Find and empty bottle. Fill it with water, glitter 
and sequins. You could use anything that fits! 

Shake your bottle and see what happens. 

 

1cup of plain flour  

Half a cup of salt 

Half a cup of water 

Bake till solid 


